Stereopsis relies principally on the extraction of horizontal retinal disparities. As such, we assume that the vertical contours (i.e., horizontal contrast energy) are of principle import for stereopsis. Yet there are theoretical reasons for believing that horizontal contours should be involved in binocular matching (if not stereopsis proper) as well. First, they would facilitate the computation of vertical disparities, which are necessary for the control alfdisjunctive eye movements and perhaps the computation of absolute depth. Second, the process of binocular matching is a two-dimensional one; its solution requires information along both principle orientations. In this study, we have measured the efficacy with which horizontal or vertical contours can be binocularly matched by measuring thresholds for the detection of interocular correlation for oriented dynamic random-line stereograms. We find that the slopes of the psychometric functions are almost a factor of two steeper when matching vertical contours, indicating a narrower noise distribution along the decision axis associated with these stimuli.
INTRODUCTION
The process of extracting disparity information from the two eyes' images can be conceptually divided into two stages, one of binocular combination (solving the binocular correspondenceproblem) and one of disparity computation or extraction. Disparity extraction can be examined psychophysically by making stereoacuity, disparity incrementand 'formin depth'judgments, while binocular combination can be examined psychophysically by making judgments of interocular correlation (Tyler & Julesz, 1978; Cormack et al., 1991) . The logic behind measuring interocular correlation thresholds is simply that in order to determine how well the visual system matches binocular images, one should measure thresholds for the degree to which binocular images match.
In principle, the process of binocular combination could use information at all orientations in order to achievebinocularmatching.Some registrationof vertical disparities is necessary for the control of vergence eye movements (e.g., Stevenson & Schor, 1993) , which would be facilitated by the use of horizontal edge information.It is also possiblethat vertical disparitiesare registered as a source of absolute distance information with which to scale horizontal disparities (e.g., Bishop, 1989) . Regardless,the process of binocular combination is inherently two-dimensional, since it is extremely unlikely that the relative orientation of the visual axes can be known with sufficient precision to drive image registrationvia afferent signals alone.
Three hypotheses can be generated by making assumptions about the degree to which horizontal and vertical edge informationis used for binocularmatching. If observers do, in fact, have access to a mechanism of binocular matching which utilizes all of the information in the stimulus, regardless of its orientation, then thresholdsfor the detection of interocular correlation in dynamic random-line stereograms should not show a horizontal/verticalanisotropy.
However, if the process of binocular combination to which we have access psychophysicallyexists solely as a precursor to stereopsis, correlation detection might be expected to show a drastic horizontal/vertica]anisotropy. In other words, if observers are using the output of stereopsis mechanisms to make judgments about the interocularcorrelation of the stimulus,then the ability to make these judgments should be dramatically impaired when onl,yhorizontal edge informationis present.
The third hypothesisis intermediateto the above two; due to the lesser demands eventually placed on the precision of horizontal edge matching by disparity computations, the process of binocular combination 100% w o% 75% w 03 / FIGURE 1. Examples of single frames of the vertical stimuli. The crosshairs are to aid fusion. The stimuli were dynamic, which is illustrated here by the additional frames displaced in time, and were surounded in space by darkness and in time by a mean luminance field containing a fixation mark. Top: Fully correlated random line stereogram. Center: Uncorrelated random line stereogram. Bottom: 75~0 correlated random line stereogram after a simulated temporal integration of 90 msec. This more accurately illustrates the perceived contrast of the stimuli during the dynamic stimulus presentation.
might have evolved to be somewhat better for vertical than horizontal stimuli. In this case, a horizontal/vertical anisotropywould exist, but would not be as drastic as the second hypothesispredicts. In the psychophysicaland eye movement literature, it seems that a horizontal/vertical anisotropy almost invariably appears, regardless of the stimuli or the task employed (e.g., psychophysics :Volkman, 1859; Fender & Julesz, 1967; Mansfield & Parker, 1993; eye movements: Perlmutter & Kertez, 1978; cf. Erkelens, 1987 w. Stevenson & Schor, 1993 ; only Mayhew & Frisby (1978) have reported otherwise.
In the physiologicalliterature,the situationis reversed. Following Barlow et al. (1967) , no horizontal/vertical anisotropy had been reported for disparity tuning in the visual cortex of cat or monkey, either in terms of the amountof receptivefield disparityor the numbersof cells tuned to disparity in various directions(e.g., Pettigrewet al., 1968; Nikara et al., 1968; Joshua & Bishop, 1970; von der Heydt et al., 1978; Ferster, 1981; LeVay & Voight, 1988 ), until DeAngelis et al. (1991 demonstrated that the phase disparity of receptive fields in cat visual cortex was distributed more broadly in the horizontaldirection.
In this study, we wished to determine whether there was any difference in psychophysicalcorrelation detection when the stimuli contained only vertical or horizontal edge information. This was achieved by measuring correlation thresholds for vertical and horizontal dy:rtamic random-line stimuli. We report a pronounced difference in the slopes of the psychometric functions.This difference in slope is consistentwith the plethora of horizontal/vertical anisotropies reported in the psychophysicalliteratureand the recentphysiologyof DeAngelis et al. (1991) , but the apparent lack of obvious concomitant anisotropies in the earlier physiological literature remains somewhat puzzling.
METHODS

Observers
Four observers participated in the main portion of the study. Three of these were relatively inexperienced psychophysicalobservers,while the fourth had extensive experience.The three inexperiencedobserversunderwent extensive training until they seemed comfortable with their criterion and their thresholds appeared to stabilize for a given stimulus condition.All observers had normal or corrected-to-normal acuity and no known history of ocular motility abnormalities. All observers readily perceived simple figures portrayed in static anaglyphic random-elementstereograms.
Apparatus and stimuli
The experimentswere run on a MacintoshQuadra 950 microcomputer. The stimuli were displayed on a single 13 inch color monitor driven from the Quadra's built-in video and viewed through a mirror haploscope at a viewing distance of 57.3 cm (as described in Cormack et al., 1994) . The haploscope was adjusted using a stereoscopic matching procedure such that the convergence and accommodative demand exactly matched the viewing distance.* Stimuliwere dynamicrandom-linestereograms,single frame examples of which are shown in Fig. 1 . Conceptually,these are simply a single row (or column) of a standard random-elementstereogramrepeated down (or across) the stereogram, producing the random-line stereogram.Each half-image of a stereo-pairwas 2 deg x 2 deg (square) within a dark surround. Each line (analogous to an element in a standard random-element stereogram) was approximately 2 arcmin across. The density of the stereogramswas 50%; on average, half the lines were light. All stimuli were presented at zero disparity and centered on the fixationpoint.
The stimuliwere computed and drawn into memory on a trial-to-trial basis using uniformly distributed pseudorandom numbers produced with the Bayes-Durham algorithm (Press et al., 1988) . During a stimulus presentation, frames of the stimulus were copied from *In this procedure, a physical object is placed at the same viewing distance as the monitor (in this case, 57.3 cm), such that the subject can view it and the monitor simultaneously by peering just over the initial mirror-pair of the haploscope; the object appears in the subject's upper visual hemitield and the stereoscopic view of the monitor appears in the lower hemifield (if the initial mirror pair of the haploscope is sufficiently close to the pupil plane, as it was in our case, a superimposed view can be obtained). A depth match is then made between a stereoscopic fixation point cmthe monitor and the physical object by adjusting the haploscope mirrors. Once a stereoscopic match has been made, the absolute disparity (and thus the vergence demand) of the stereoscopic fixation point on the monitor is that of a physical object at the desired viewing distance.
main memory to the video memory in synchronywith the monitor's frame refresh. The stimulus frame rate of the stereograms was 33,3 Hz (30 msec stimulus frame duration; each stimulus frame lasting two video frames) and a total of 40 stimulusframes were presented at each intervad.This correspondsto a total interval duration of 1.2 sec. These parameters were empirically chosen to maximlizethe performance of the naive observers.
The stereograms all consisted of two gray levels, the mean luminanceof which was 60 cd/m2.The contrast(as measured on a single stimulus frame) was jittered between 99 and 74% on an interval-by-intervalbasis.T he effective contrast was somewhat lower than these values due to the temporal integration of the visual systeml; Fig. 1 (bottom) illustrates the approximate perceived contrast of the stimuli.
Psychophysicalprocedure
A temporal two-alternative forced-choice method of constant stimuli procedure was used. Five hundred millisecondsbefore the first alternativewas presented, a warning tone occurred. Tones also occurred coincident with the onset of the first and second intervals, which were separated by 500 msec. As stated above, each stimulus interval lasted 1.2 sec.
A uniform field at mean luminance, containing a 20 arcmin square fixation box flanked vertically by 20 arcmin long noniuslineswas presentbetween the trials as well as during the interval between the two alternatives. While the stimulus intervals were much too long to obviatedisjunctiveeye movements,the fixationmark did ensure that vergence posture was at a consistentposition at stimulusonset.
The observer judged whether the first or second interval contained a non-zero correlation, and responded via the keyboard;a tone signaleda correct response.Each observer performed 15 runs per orientation. A "run" consistedof 10 blocks of five trials each, one trial at each of the five possible interocular correlation levels. The order of the trials was randomizedwithin blocks (method of constant stimuli). The interocular correlation levels were chosen to bracket the observer'sthresholdbased on pilot data. Some additionaldata were collected using five runs of 30 blclckseach (for LC); in all cases, a threshold was based on 150 trials at each of five stimulus levels. Figure 2 showsthe psychometricfunctionsfor the four observers. The main graphs plot percent correct as ã
RESULTS
The contrast was jittered to prevent observers from simply selecting the interval with the higher binocular contrast as the correlated interval, as this strategy would require no binocular matching. This is an innocuous safeguard, as it is known that stimulus contrast has no effect on correlation thresholds when contrast is above five or six threshold multiples (Cormack et al., 1991) . Moreover, the thresholds reported here are the same as those that were collected using constant contrast. function of interocular correlation for both the vertical (square symbols) and horizontal (diamond symbols) stimuli. The solid lines are best-fit sigmoidal (Weibull) functions,which are shown to help illustratethe trends in the data. The smaller diamondsshown for LC and DL are additional data that were collected to confirm that performance asymptote at 100% for the horizontal stimuli (RR was unavailablefor further data collection).
*An unfortunate aspect of fitting percent correct data with sigmoidal functions such as the Weibrrll or cumulative normal is that the slope (or steepness) parameter of these functions causes them to "pivot" about the 50Y0 correct point on the function. As such, the slope parameter does not map to the amount of noise along the decision axis in a direct fashion. This can be appreciated intuitively by considering that increasing the noise on the decision axis must cause performance at all non-zero signal levels to deteriorate.
Errol'bars show~one standard error; where omitted, they are smaller than the plot symbols.It should be noted that much of the variability is inherent in the stimuli; correlation models and "ideal observers" show comparable amountsof variability (cf. Cormack et al., 1994) . It is readily seen that the rate of improvementas a function of interocular correlation is greater for the vertical stimuli.
For purposesof further analysis,percent correct values were converted to d' values and the resulting psychometric data were fitted with linear functions. These transformeddata and best-fitlines are plotted in the inset graphs of Fig. 2 .* Regardlessof the method of plotting,it can be readily seen that performance improves more quickly as a function of interocular correlation for the vertical stimuli in three of the four observers. For the fourth observer, performance was identical for both a. orientations and substantially worse than for the other three observers. Figure 3 (a) shows the interocular correlation at which performance reached both the d'= 1 (unhatched) and d'= 2 (hatched) levels for both the vertical (solid) and horizontal (open) stimuli. It is clear from this graph that the difference in performance is not captured by defining and examining a single "threshold" point on the psychometric functions; the difference in performance between the conditions is not simply an offset along the signal axis.
Perhaps then, a more important comparison is that between the slopes of the psychometric functions obtained for horizontal and vertical stimuli. Figure 3(b) showsthe slopesof the best-fittinglinear functionsfor the four observersin both conditions.The error bars show t one formal standarderror (i.e., 68% confidenceintervals) from the line fits. For three of the four observers, the difference in the slopes between the two conditions is quite pronounced.For these three observers,the slope for the vertical stimuliwas about 1.8 times as steep as that for the hcmizontalstimuli. As the slopes of these lines are essentially a mapping from a stimulus strength axis to a decision axis, we can conclude that, at some level, the internidnoise distributionsassociatedwith the horizontal stimuli are almost a factor of two broader than those associatedwith the vertical stimuli.
The upper asymptotes of the psychometric functions were (examinedfor any systematic trend by fitting the percent correct data with Weibull functionsand allowing the upper asymptote to vary along with the offset and steepnessparameters.However,they were always near or equal to 100% (the data were also fit with the upper asymptotesof the Weibull functions fixed at 100%, and the fit:sdid not change substantially).We also collected furthe:rdata using the horizontal stimuli at high signal levelsfor observersLC and DL. These data are plotted as the small diamond symbols in Fig. 2 , and they confirm that the upper asymptoteis indeed 100% correct. This is an indicationthat the observerswere not simplyattending to irrelevant aspects of the horizontal stimuli, a strategy that would resultin less than perfectperformance,even at arbitrarily high signal levels (see e.g., Swanson & Birch, 1992) .
Beficsrewe can conclude that the visual system is capablle of matching horizontal contours, albeit less effectively than it matches vertical contours,there is one artifact in the horizontalstimuli that must be considered: the correlation carried by the (vertical) terminations of the horizontallines.It is possiblethat observerswere able to base their judgments on the correlation of these vertical ends, even though all observersfixatedthe center of the stimulus. To eliminate this possibility, a control condition was run in which a border of uncorrelated dynamic noise flanked the horizontal line stimulus on either side. This border prevented the interocular correlationimposedon the signal intervalfrom manifesting itself at the line-ends. Thus, any and all detection of the signal must based on the information carried by the horizcmtalcontours of the stimulus. Figure 4 shows the psychometric functions from one observer. In the figure, percent correct is plotted as a functionof correlationfor three conditions:vertical lines, horizcmtallines and horizontallines with an uncorrelated border. Overall, thresholdswere slightly higher as these data were collected using a brief (180 msec) stimulus durationto obviate eye movements,but they are elevated by exactly the amount one would expect, given the reduced informationcontent in the stimulus (Cormack et al., 1994). Clearly, the correlation of the vertical ends of the horizontallineswere not contributingto performance.
DISCUSSION
Stereopsiscan be conceptualizedas a multi-stageserial process comprising many parallel subunits at each stage (e.g., Tyler, 1983) . By tailoring the stimulus and the observers' task, one can emphasize the importance of information in various hypotheticalstage/subunitcombinations in the hope of revealing the role that the various stages and subunitsplay in the process of stereopsis.
In this study, we have used random-line stimuli to investigate the relative roles of horizontal and vertical information. The observers' task was to discriminate a partially correlated stimulus interval from an uncorrelated one in order to emphasize the stage of binocular matching, rather than the subsequent stage of disparity extraction.
There were two major findings of this study. First, correlation detection can be done using stimuli that contain only horizontally oriented edges, in the absence of both binocular contrast cues and the binocular rivalry normally associated with static decorrelated stimuli. Second, while thresholds, as typically defined, were similar for vertical and horizontal stimuli, the slopes of the psychometric functions were much steeper for the vertical stimuli. Taken together, these findings demonstrate that the visual system is capable of matching horizontalcontours,but not with the same efficacythat it matches vertical contours. Moreover, the fact that the psychometricslopes are shallower for horizontal stimuli indicates that the internal noise distribution along the decision axis associatedwith these stimuli is broader.
If we assumethat the decisionstage is common to both the vertical and horizontal stimulus conditions, then the broadler(noisier) representationof the horizontal stimuli along;the decision axis must reflect a greater amount of noise in the internal representation of the correlation signal from the horizontalstimuli relative to the vertical stimuli. As the assumption of a common decision stage seems to be a safe one, it becomes necessary to consider possiblesourcesfor the additionalnoise. It is not intrinsic to the stimuli; the correlation signals they carry are statistically identical (as the stimuli themselves are identical except for an effective 90 deg rotation of the half-images). It is not due to observers attending to irrelevant aspects of the stimuli, as this would affect the upper asymptotes of the psychometric functions much more drastically than the slopes (cf. Swanson & Birch, 1992) .It is also unlikelythat the additionalnoise is due to any clifferencein the properties of cortical cells tuned to differentorientationsor directionsof disparities,or to the absolute number of cells tuned to horizontal or vertical stimulusorientation.Corticalcells have a variance that is proportionalto their mean firing rate (cf. Tolhurst et al., 1983; Geisler & Albrecht, 1995) . When measured over brief durations, the constant of proportionality varies from 0.75 to 6.0 and averages about 1.5. No systematic relationshiphas been found between the variabilityof the firing rate of cortical neurons and any of their tuning properties, such as spatial frequency. This having been said, it must be pointed out that the relationshipbetween response variability and preferred orientation has not been explicitly addressed. Nonetheless, it remains unlikely that a reliable relationship exists between these variables.Finally,it is unlikelythat the additionalnoiseis due to a smaller number of neuronsprocessinghorizontal stimuli (which would increase the variability of an ensemble average). While there do seem to be fewer neurons available for the processing of oblique stimuli, the number of neurons tuned to horizontal and vertical orientations is quite similar (DeValois et al., 1982) .
When formulatingan explanation for our findings,we must be mindful of other behavioral findings, which come from studies on fusion (Volkman, 1859; Fender & Julesz, 1967; Schor & Tyler, 1981) , eye movements (Perlmutter & Kertez, 1978; cf. Erkelens, 1987 w. Stevenson & Schor, 1993 , stereopsis (Fender & Julesz, 1967; Mansfield & Parker, 1993) and correlation detection . A pervasive conclusion is that the range of binocular matching is larger in the horizontal than the vertical direction. Thus, it would be desirable to relate this seemingly ubiquitousfindingwith the results of our own experiment.
We must also, however, view the psychophysics against the backdrop of the physiology, which is that no horizontal/vertical anisotropy seems to be present when positional disparity tuning is analyzed (e.g., Pettigrew et al., 1968; Nikara et al., 1968; Joshua & Bishop, 1970; von der Heydt et al., 1978; Ferster, 1981; LeVay & Voight, 1988) . The only anisotropy that has been reported is that of the interocular phase difference between the monocularreceptive fieldsof binocularcells in visual cortex by DeAngelis et al. (1991) .* Until both the phase disparity tuning and the positionalincongruity of receptivefieldsare measured,the relationshipbetween psychophysicsand physiologywill be highlyspeculative.
Two possible schemes can be considered, however.
*These authors found that a phase disparity anisotropy exists in which cells selective to vertical orientations have a broad distribution of phase tuning, whereas cells tuned to horizontal orientations tend to have little interocular phase difference between the monocular receptive fields. However, the interpretation of this result must be tempered by the fact that the positional disparities of the receptive fields were not measured. Since it has been established that there is a broad distribution of positional disparities of cells tuned to all orientations (e.g., von der Heydt et al., 1978; Ferster, 1981) , it is reasonable to assume that many of the cells with a zero phase disparity in the DeAngelis et al. (1991) study actually had a net disparity tuning due to the (unmeasured) positional disparity. It is equally reasonable to assume that many of the cells had a net disparity tuning either larger or smaller than the phase disparity alone suggested. Thus, it seems that there are perhaps two mechanisms by which single cells may be capable of responding to disparate stimuli, by possessing either, or both, a positional offset and a phase difference between the right and left monocular receptive fields. Currently, models that seek to exploit these properties are fairly unconstrained, as no group has measured both the positional and phase disparities in a sample of cortical units.
For both schemes, the horizontal/verticalanisotropythat we report is viewed as a manifestation of a larger disparity range in the horizontal direction relative to the vertical direction,as found in the psychophysicalstudies cited ;above. The firstscheme is that a comparisonis made across disparities, either at the level of primary visual cortex (possibly in the form of disparity domain inhibition) or at a subsequent processing stage. When we manipulate the correlation (at zero disparity) of a random-line (or random-element)stimulus, some subtle changes also occur at non-zero disparities. In a fully correlated stimulus comprising n binocular elements, there will be rz2possible binocular matches, n of which are "valid" matches at zero disparity and rz2-n of which are "false" or "ghost" matches occurring at random, non-zero disparities. In an uncorrelated stimulus, all rZ2matches are distributed randomly such that there is a slight average increase in the overall number of matches at non-zero disparities. Moreover, in a fully correlated stimulus, the "false" matches are distributed symmetrically about the horopter (as originally pointed out b,y Tyler, 1977) . It follows that a system that can detect changes over a larger disparity range will have access to more information concerning changes in correlation, and thus perform better, than will a system that has a range restricted to near-zero disparities.Thus, our fi:ndingswould be compatiblewith a larger disparity range encompassed by binocular cells tuned to vertical stimuli, which is precisely what DeAngelis et al. (1991) found. There is one caveat, however; it is conceivable that a simple implementationof a larger disparity range would actually decrease, not increase, the signal-to-noise ratio :sincethe strongest signal under these conditions is obviouslyat zero disparity.This potentialdifficultycould perhaps be overcome with mechanisms sensitive to changes in the presence of matches symmetric about the horopter (Tyler, 1977) . The second scheme employs an elliptical integration area for binocular correlation (operating across all orientations),which would result in a noisier signal for our horizontal stimuli than for our vertical stimuli, because of the relative reduction in the amount of information-the number of samples-availableto the visual system (Cormack et al., 1994) .In this scheme, the disparity-tuned neurons observed in primary visual cortex would function as the multiplication elements of an operation analogous to a cross-correlation. This operationwould then be completed at a subsequentstage by a summationacross elements tuned to like disparities, resultingin a cross-correlationfunctionfor a given visual direction. The effect of horizontally elongated spatial neighborhoods over which the cross-correlation is conducted would be two-fold. First it would result in an increased disparity range in the horizontal direction. Second, it would result in a signal with relatively less noise arising from the vertical random line stimuli due to the increased number of samples in the horizontal direction.
Although it is conceivable that the first scheme might be implemented in the form of inhibitory interactions among disparity-selectiveneurons,both schemesseem to suggest that a stage of stereoscopic processing might occur beyond that represented by the initial level disparity-sensitiveneurons. In other words, we should entertain the notion that the disparity-specificneurons of primary visual cortex might not be the physiological substrateof stereopsis,but rather the firststage of a rather complex process.
CONCLUSION
We have investigatedthe ability of observersto detect interocular correlation in oriented dynamic random-line stereograms, in which potential cues such as binocular rivalry and binocular contrast had been eliminated. We found that the slopes of the psychometricfunctionswere almost a factor of two steeper for the vertically oriented stimuli.This differencein slope indicatesthat the internal distribution along the decision axis associated with the horizontally oriented stimuli is much broader. This presumably arises from an additional amount of noise in the internal representation of the correlation signal from the horizontal stimuli. This additional noise is not intrinsicto the stimuli,is not due to observersattendingto irrelevant aspects of the stimuli, and is not likely to be accounted for by the response properties or numbers of cells tuned to various orientations in the striate cortex. The noise might, however, be a result of a narrower pooling of information in the vertical relative to the horizontal direction, possibly at a stage of stereoscopic processing beyond that represented by single disparitytuned units of striate cortex.
